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Describes uses of pollinators to protect against plant and insect pathogens
Reviews case studies examining a variety of vectors, crops, and settings
Analyzes risk assessment and regulatory processes for
This book focuses on entomovectoring, also known as apivectoring, the method used for
managing pollinators to increase crop yields and employ strategies of biocontrol in
greenhouses and open fields. It is written by experts working in academia and industry from
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the different continents of the world. Over the past 25 years Research and
Developmenthassuccessfullyinvestigatedthepotential of pollinators to perform two tasks:
dispersal of biological control agents (BCOs) andtheir pollination service. This book provides a
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basic overview of the current literature on the different aspects and factors of this novel
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technology. It explains and presentspractical cases of enhancing pollination coupled with the
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fromgreenhouse toopen field conditions and crops ranging from orchard fruits, to small and

suppression of plant pathogens and pestsunder various agricultural production practices
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